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Abstract
Spoken language understanding (SLU) smart assistants such as
Amazon Alexa host hundreds of thousands of voice applications
(skills) to delight end-users and fulfill their utterance requests.
Sometimes utterances fail to be claimed by smart assistants due
to system problems such as model incapability or routing errors.
The failure may lead to customer frustration, dialog termination
and eventually cause customer churn. To avoid this, we design
a skill retrieval system as a downstream service to suggest fall-
back skills to unclaimed utterances. If the suggested skill satis-
fies customer intent, the conversation will be recovered with the
assistant. For the sake of smooth customer experience, we only
present the most relevant skill to customers, resulting in par-
tial observation problem which constrains retrieval model train-
ing. To solve this problem, we propose a two-step approach to
automatically align claimed utterance labels to unclaimed ut-
terances. First, it measures lexical and semantic similarity to
detect claimed utterances as paraphrases for each unclaimed ut-
terance. Second, it trains a neural model on two objectives:
skill label prediction and alignment to unclaimed utterances and
paraphrases. In the end, the skill predicted with the highest rel-
evancy score is retrieved and suggested to customers. Extensive
experiments on two real-world datasets demonstrate that our
proposed model significantly outperforms a number of strong
alternatives in both paraphrase detection and skill retrieval.
Index Terms: spoken language understanding, data augmenta-
tion, voice application retrieval, label alignment

1. Introduction
Spoken language understanding (SLU) systems play an essen-
tial role in smart assistants such as Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant by invoking the most appropriate voice applications
(aka skills) to respond to customer utterances. Figure 1 shows a
standard SLU system consisting of two components: automatic
speech recognition (ASR) and natural language understanding
(NLU) [1]. ASR component first converts the audio signal of an
utterance into text, NLU component thereafter claims an appro-
priate skill for response. Specifically, NLU component provides
three modules including domain classifier (DC), intent classifier
(IC) and named entity recognition (NER). For example, after an
utterance “play today’s hits” is recognized by ASR component,
NLU component further processes it and finally launches “Pan-
dora” to play trending music in the smart assistant.

Sometimes utterances fail to be claimed by NLU compo-
nent due to system problems such as model incapability or rout-
ing errors. To reduce customer friction and recover the conver-
sation, we propose a downstream service (highlighted in Figure
1) to suggest fallback skills to unclaimed utterances. And a
skill will be launched if customer accepts the suggestion. For
the sake of smooth customer experience, we only retrieve the
most relevant skill to customers, resulting in partial observa-
tion problem where only the retrieved skill can receive its ex-
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Figure 1: The use case of PLA model in SLU systems.

plicit customer feedback (“positive” or “negative”) while rest
of skills’ relevancy remains unknown. If we arbitrarily label all
relevancy-unknown skills as “negative” when training further
skill retrieval models, these disruptive labels will impair model
accuracy. While if we only train on explicitly labeled skills, the
scarce training data will constrain model generalizability.

To solve the label scarcity challenge, there are two major
research tracks from either interior or exterior perspective. Ap-
proaches from interior perspective aim to uncover hidden la-
bels within original data via self-training or positive-unlabeled
learning techniques. Self-training approaches [2–5] are semi-
supervised models trained on labeled data to guide soft la-
bel matching on correlated unlabeled data. Positive-unlabeled
learning approaches [6–8] iteratively train models to predict
on unlabeled data and bring in positive pseudo labels for aug-
mented training. Approaches from exterior perspective exploit
external labeled data via cross-domain or knowledge distilla-
tion techniques. Cross-domain approaches [9–13] learn domain
mapping functions to adequately propagate source domain in-
formation to target domain. Knowledge distillation approaches
[14–17] utilize teacher models trained on external labeled data
to guide student model optimization on the original data.

However, all aforementioned approaches are classification
oriented models to predict labels on all classes. They may work
well with limited number of classes but not with hundreds of
thousands of developed skills. To mitigate the label scarcity
effect in unclaimed utterances’ skill retrieval, we propose an
Paraphrase Label Alignment (PLA) model by taking advantage
of claimed utterances and their launched skills. It is a two-step
approach to first detect paraphrases from claimed utterances and
then retrieve skills via a customized loss function aligning para-
phrase launched skills with target unclaimed utterances. In the
end, skills predicted with the highest relevancy scores are sug-
gested to unclaimed utterances. We assume that an unclaimed
utterance is a perturbation from a set of claimed paraphrases.
The label alignment is a type of skill label projection in order
to increase model robustness against the noise introduced in un-
claimed utterances. The contribution of this work is threefold:

• We address an essential skill retrieval task for unclaimed
utterances and aim to solve its label scarcity bottleneck.



• For model innovation, an ensemble of deterministic and
neural models is utilized to detect paraphrases from
claimed utterances. A KL divergence based label align-
ment method is proposed to automatically incorporate
paraphrase labels into skill retrieval.

• We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets.
And our proposed model outperforms several strong al-
ternatives in paraphrase detection and skill retrieval.

2. Method
2.1. Problem Formulation
Given unclaimed utterance set U , each utterance u ∈ U has
either “positive” or “negative” label to the suggested skill from
explicit customer feedback. The rest of skills are all labeled as
“unknown”. Similarly, given claimed utterance set P , each ut-
terance p ∈ P has “positive” label to its launched skill and “un-
known” labels to the rest of skills because empirically launched
skills of SLU systems are relevant to utterances with high con-
fidence. PLA model utilizes both claimed and unclaimed ut-
terances to mitigate disruptive and scarce label problem. Al-
gorithm 1 illustrates the overall training procedure including a
paraphrase detection step (Section 2.2) which trains a Siamese
network model S to select top relevant paraphrases and a skill
retrieval step (Section 2.3) which trains a Reranker modelR to
predict skill relevancy. In the testing stage, we only apply the
skill retrieval step on unclaimed utterances to predict relevancy
labels of their Shortlisting skills and retrieve the skill with the
highest prediction score in the end. Claimed utterances and the
paraphrase detection step are not involved in the testing stage.
Algorithm 1 PLA Model Training

Input: unclaimed utterance u, claimed utterance set P , raw se-
lection number N , pairwise matching threshold ρ, Short-
listing skill length E, paraphrase number K;

Output: Siamese network model S, RerankerR;
1: Ps = ParaphraseDetection(u, P , N , ρ);
2: SkillRetrieval(u, Ps, E, K);

3: ParaphraseDetection(u, P , N , ρ):
4: For utterance u, compute Top N paraphrases Pr ⊆ P

with highest score sum on Jaccard and Faiss similarity;
5: Train Siamese network model S using claimed data P ;
6: Predict all pairwise labels between u and Pr;
7: return Ps ⊆ Pr with similarity score ≥ ρ;

8: SkillRetrieval(u, Ps, E, K):
9: Retrieve top E relevant skills V for u via TF-IDF;

10: Select Top K paraphrases Pk ⊆ Ps having skills ∈ V ;
11: Train RerankerR based on u and Pk;

2.2. Paraphrase Detection
2.2.1. Raw Selection
A deterministic model is designed to select paraphrase candi-
dates based on lexical and semantic similarity without training
effort. From lexical perspective, Jaccard Similarity J (·) com-
putes the word level similarity between unclaimed utterance u
and each claimed utterance p ∈ P . From semantic perspective,
the hidden state of class token in pretrained BERT model [18]
is used to represent sentence vectors of u and p. And their se-
mantic similarity is calculated by Faiss model F(·) [19].

sim(u, p) = J (u, p) + F(BERT(u),BERT(p)) (1)
sim(u, p) represents the summed similarity score. In the end,
for utterance u, the top N utterances Pr ⊆ P with the highest
summed similarity scores are selected as paraphrase candidates.

2.2.2. Pairwise Matching
The raw selection process detects task-independent paraphrases
solely based on utterance content matching. In this section, we
trains a Siamese network model S to predict the task-dependent
relationships between utterance u and paraphrase candidates
Pr . The training data is constructed from claimed utterances P
as their labels are more trustable. Derived from Sentence-BERT
[20], the model inputs are utterance pairs and outputs are binary
labels indicating whether two utterances are launched with the
same skill or not. To avoid imbalanced data problem, we inten-
tionally sample equal number of positive and negative utterance
pairs for training. Given an utterance pair {p1, p2} ∈ P and its
associated binary label l ∈ {0, 1}, we encode their sentences
and minimize their contrastive loss Lpd [21]:

Dp =Wp|
∑
w∈p1

encoder(w)−
∑
w∈p2

encoder(w)|

Lpd = l · D2
p + (1− l) ·max(0,m−Dp)

2

(2)

where Wp is the weight matrix to calculate utterance pairwise
distance Dp. m is the margin to tighten the constraint. If two
utterances are not launched with the same skill, their pairwise
distance should be at least m, otherwise a loss will be occurred.

After the Siamese network model S is trained, for utterance
u, we predict the binary labels for all pairs between u and p ∈
Pr . Only paraphrase candidates with matching score above the
threshold ρ are retained to form final paraphrase set Ps.
2.3. Skill Retrieval
A two-step approach is proposed for skill retrieval with Short-
listing and Reranking. Shortlisting step utilizes lexical keyword
matching to filter out most of irrelevant skills to utterances, so
that the subsequent Reranking step only needs to predict skill
relevancy labels on a truncated skill subset. Moreover, to best
retain the ranking dependencies of Shortlisting skill sequences,
a listwise Reranker modelR (in Figure 2) is proposed to predict
relevancy label sequences for the Shortlisting skill sequences.
2.3.1. Shortlisting
Shortlisting retrieves the topE most relevant skills of utterances
from all skill candidates. In this paper, TF-IDF [22] algorithm
is employed to efficiently calculate similarity score between ut-
terance u and each skill v as:

score(u, v) =
∑
w∈u

Nwv

|v| log
|S|

|{j : w ∈ Sj}|
(3)

For each word w in utterance u, Nwv denotes the word
count of w in skill description of v; |v| denotes skill description
length; |S| denotes the total number of skills; |{j : w ∈ Sj}|
denotes the number of skills with descriptions containing word
w. In the end, we calculate all skill pairwise similarity scores
for utterance u, and retrieve the Top E most relevant skills.
2.3.2. Reranking
Reranker model R aims to predict Shortlisting skill label se-
quences for both utterance u and its detected paraphrases. To
insist a high standard on paraphrases, only the Top K para-
phrases Pk = {p1, ..., pK} having launched skills in the top
E relevant skills V = {v1, ..., vE} are kept for model training.
2.3.2.1 Utterance and Skill Encoder

Three types of information are considered to construct pro-
file of each skill v ∈ V , including skill id, skill name and skill
Shortlisting score. Particularly, numeric Shortlisting scores of
all skills are converted to evenly-split categorical bins. Byte-
pair-encoding (BPE) [23] is used to encode sentences. Pre-
trained BERT model [18] is applied to the sum of BPE embed-
ding bpe(·) and position embedding pos(·) of segmented tokens
and takes the hidden state of class token as sentence vector.
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Figure 2: Reranker modelR with Paraphrase label alignment.
hu = BERT(bpe(u), pos(u))
hp = BERT(bpe(p), pos(p))
hna = BERT(bpe(vna), pos(vna))

hs = [vid;hna; vsc]

(4)

hu, hp and hna denote the vector of utterance u, vector of para-
phrase p ∈ Pk, and vector of skill name vna respectively. And
the concatenation of skill id embedding vid, skill name vector
hna and skill score bin embedding vsc form the integrated vec-
tor representation hs of skill v. The fine tuned BERT parame-
ters are shared across all three inputs {u, p, vna}.
2.3.2.2 Sequence Labeling

This step predicts utterances/paraphrases label sequences
on the Shortlisting skill sequences. Given utterance u and skill
v, a Fusion layer is proposed to measure their relevance with
two interaction features including element-wise product and ab-
solute difference. To enable such calculation, we map u and v
to the same latent space using one layer transformation. And the
two interaction features are concatenated with utterance/skill
original vectors as their pairwise relationship representation.

ĥu = ReLU(Wuhu + bu)

ĥs = ReLU(Wshs + bs)

eu = dropout([ĥu; ĥs; ĥu · ĥs; |ĥu − ĥs|])

(5)

W s and bs denote related weights and bias, ReLU(·) is the ap-
plied activation function. In the end, the Fusion layer learns an
interaction vector eu for utterance u and skill v as the input of
each decoding step. A dropout mechanism is also applied to
avoid overfitting. The relevance between paraphrase p and skill
v is calculated in the same way with shared parameters.

For utterance u and Shortlisting skill sequence V , Eu =
{e1u, ..., eEu } are calculated from Eq. 5 to predict label sequence
Ŷu = {ŷ1u, ..., ŷEu }. Bi-LSTM mechanism is employed to cap-
ture ranking skill dependencies. The ith step output of Bi-
LSTM oiu is used to predict the associated skill label ŷiu.

oiu = [−→o i
u;
←−o i

u]

= Bi-LSTM(eiu,
−→o i−1

u ,←−o i+1
u )

ŷiu = σ(Woo
i
u + bo)

(6)

where oiu is the concatenation of the two directional LSTM out-
puts. Similarly, for the jth paraphrase pj , we can obtain its
predicted label on the ith skill as ŷip,j with shared parameters.
2.3.2.3 Loss Function

Cross entropy loss Lce sums over all cross entropy losses
CE(·, ·) for each utterance/paraphrase prediction on each Short-
listing skill. Yu = {y1u, ..., yEu } is ground truth label sequence
where yiu is the label of utterance u to the ith skill. yiu = 1
if the label is “positive”. yiu = 0 if the label is “negative” or

“unknown”. Paraphrase ground truth labels (i.e. yip,j of the jth
paraphrase on the ith skill) are constructed in the same way.

Lce =

E∑
i

CE(yiu, ŷ
i
u) +

E∑
i

K∑
j

CE(yip,j , ŷ
i
p,j) (7)

As we assume that unclaimed utterance u is a perturba-
tion from its claimed paraphrases Pk, they should follow a
similar label distribution on the same skill [24]. Therefore,
a label alignment loss is proposed for each pair of utterance
u and paraphrase p ∈ Pk. We minimize the KL divergence
DKL(·||·) of their predictions on the skills with ground truth
label “positive” to paraphrase p but not “positive” to utterance
u. It can be regarded as pseudo labeling to utterance u where
I(yip = 1, yiu = 0) is a binary indicator to select eligible skills.

Lkl =

Pk∑
p

E∑
i

DKL(ŷ
i
p||ŷiu) · I(yip = 1, yiu = 0) (8)

In the end, the overall lossL is the weighted sum of average
cross entropy loss and average label alignment loss:

L =
1

E(1 +K)
Lce +

α

EK
· Lkl (9)

3. Experiments
3.1. Dataset
Three real-world datasets are constructed from sampled one-
month Alexa live traffic. Dataset en-US and en-CA are un-
claimed English utterances from devices in the United States
and Canada respectively. The third dataset is claimed English
utterances from devices in both countries. In dataset en-US and
en-CA, each utterance has a suggested skill and corresponding
customer feedback. In the third dataset, each utterance has a
successfully launched skill. In the end, we collect 1 million un-
claimed utterances in en-US, 80 thousand unclaimed utterances
in en-CA, and 16 million claimed utterances in both countries.

We further construct two sets of data for model evaluations
on paraphrase detection and skill retrieval. First, for paraphrase
detection, all involved data comes from the claimed dataset be-
cause launched skill labels are more trustable. We randomly
select 1 million utterance pairs where half of them are launched
with the same skill and half of them are not. 80% of the pairs
are for training, 10% for validation and 10% for testing. Sec-
ond, for skill retrieval, in both en-US and en-CA dataset, 20%
of utterances with positive labels are evenly split for validation
and testing, the remaining utterances mixed with positive and
negative labels are used for training. The whole claimed dataset
are used to provide paraphrases. In all three datasets, utterances
with same content are merged together to reduce redundancy
and collect more skill labels for each unique utterance.
3.2. Paraphrase Detection Evaluation
3.2.1. Encoder Structure Exploration
We evaluate several encoder structures of Siamese network
model described in Section 2.2.2, including TinyBERT [25],
BERT [18], AlexaBERT (BERT model fine tuned on Alexa
data), CharCNN [26], GloVe [27], and ELMo [28]. For the
first three BERT-based encoders, each utterance is represented
by the hidden states of class token. For the second three word
embedding models, each utterance is represented by the sum
of word embeddings. All encoders are fine tuned on pretrained
models and reported in Table 1. This task is a binary classifica-
tion task with 0.5 as the cutoff threshold. Precision, recall, and
F1 score are reported as evaluation metrics.
3.2.2. Comparison Results
In table 1, we report the relative change of each baseline score
s(b) to our model score s(a), calculated as s(b)−s(a)

s(a)
.

We finally adopt ELMo as Siamese network sentence en-
coder as it achieves the best performance in Table 1. “-” means



Model Precision Recall F1

TinyBERT -11.15% -18.70% -15.13%
Bert -8.57% -16.51% -12.76%

AlexaBERT -7.10% -14.07% -10.75%
GloVe -6.46% -8.74% -7.62%

CharCNN -16.95% -21.32% -19.20%
ELMo 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Table 1: Evaluation results for paraphrase detection. It repre-
sents the relative changes of all models to the best model ELMo.

the relative performance degradation of each model to the best
model ELMo. ELMo outperforms all BERT based models, in-
dicating that Bi-LSTM structure can better capture utterance
information under this task. GloVe performs the second best
while CharCNN performs the worst, revealing that word level
encoder works better than char level encoder. AlexaBERT per-
forms better than default pretrained BERT due to different train-
ing data impact. While TinyBERT performs worse than BERT
because of the trade-off between model size and performance.

3.3. Skill Retrieval Evaluation
3.3.1. Model Variants
As our model is composed of multiple components, many
model variants can be derived from the original PLA model. To
explore the best model structure, we compare our PLA model
with the following truncated variants. 1) TF-IDF: PLA model
Shortlisting step retrieving Top 1 skill with the highest TF-IDF
score. 2) Listwise: PLA model Shortlisting and Reranking step
trained on only unclaimed utterances without paraphrases. 3)
Listwise+PL: Adding paraphrase labels (PL) directly to un-
claimed utterances to train Listwise model. 3) Listwise+Co:
Listwise model trained on the combination (Co) of unclaimed
and claimed utterances. 4) Faiss+JS+SR: PLA model with
only Faiss model and Jaccard similarity for paraphrase detec-
tion and skill retrieval (SR) step. 5)Siamese+SR: PLA model
with only Siamese network for paraphrase detection and skill
retrieval (SR) step. The first four variants ignore paraphrase in-
formation in model structure. While the last two variants are
with truncated paraphrase detection step.

Skills with predicted relevancy score above 0.5 are ranked
and retrieved. Their precision, recall, F1, and NDCG metrics
are calculated and reported for model performance evaluation.

3.3.2. Comparison Results

Dataset Model Precision Recall F1 NDCG

en-US

TF-IDF -45.17% -56.69% -54.21% -54.57%
Listwise -54.05% -61.45% -60.89% -59.65%

Listwise+PL -66.32% +3.49% -28.43% +26.74%
Listwise+Co -12.58% -5.38% -9.81% -9.56%
Faiss+JS+SR -9.98% +0.12% -8.64% -9.22%
Siamese+SR -46.82% -34.35% -44.14% -44.05%

en-CA

TF-IDF -33.61% -41.94% -38.20% -39.33%
Listwise -19.97% -24.37% -24.16% -21.40%

Listwise+PL -30.25% +6.83% -14.12% -15.24%
Listwise+Co +1.00% -4.36% -2.45% -3.49%
Faiss+JS+SR +11.66% -7.95% -3.41% -4.24%
Siamese+SR -22.16% -29.49% -26.90% -26.81%

Table 2: Evaluation results for skill retrieval. It represents the
relative changes of all model variants to the PLA model.

In Table 2, there are only few bold positive signs “+”
showing that the corresponding model variant outperforms PLA
model. In the rest cases, PLA model always achieves bet-
ter performance than model variants. TF-IDF has the worst
performance in both datasets to show its incapability in this
task. Listwise+PL model indicates that simply incorporating
paraphrase labels to utterances sacrifices model precision dra-
matically. Comparison results among Listwise, Listwise+Co
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Figure 3: Parameter tuning results on normalized NDCG.

and PLA model reveal that incorporating paraphrases and label
alignment can improve model performance. Performance com-
parison between Faiss+JS+SR and PLA model indicates lever-
aging paraphrase raw selection step alone can detect appropri-
ate paraphrases but Siamese network still provides extra bonus.
However Siamese network model by itself is not able to detect
paraphrases correctly, as the performance drops significantly if
we remove the raw selection step in Siamese+SR model.
3.4. Parameter Tuning
Raw selection numberN , pairwise matching threshold ρ, Short-
listing skill length E and paraphrase number K are the four
major parameters to be tuned in PLA model. For confidential
purpose, we report normalized NDCG score using the origi-
nal NDCG score divided by the largest NDCG score for each
tuned parameter. Observing normalized NDCG changes in Fig-
ure 3, the default parameter settings are determined as N =
100, ρ = 0.8, E = 40,K = 5. Besides, as another parame-
ter, loss weight α, is not directly related to model structure, we
empirically set α = 0.1 without reporting its tuning process.

In Figure 3(a), the model performance always improves
when involving more raw paraphrases. With sufficient amount
of claimed utterances, selecting Top 100 raw paraphrases can
still make positive contributions. Figure 3(b) shows that higher
threshold on Siamese network can filter out semantically irrel-
evant paraphrases to benefit model performance. While the im-
provement is not prominent with threshold above 0.8. Figure
3(c) indicates that involving more Shortlisting skills can bene-
fit skill retrieval performance. But the positive effect becomes
insignificant when skill length is over 20. One interpretation
is that the most relevant skills are inclined to appear in the top
positions of Shortlisting skill sequences. Figure 3(d) shows a
similar trend as Figure 3(a) that more paraphrases lead to bet-
ter model performance. Even adding one paraphrase for each
utterance can significantly improve model performance.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a fallback skill retrieval system for
unclaimed utterances to recover the conversation between users
and SLU systems. By appropriately aligning claimed and un-
claimed utterances, our model achieves a boosted performance
compared with several strong alternatives. In the future, we will
extend the investigation on other label alignment approaches
such as teacher-student models and prototypical networks.
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